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The Tellus Regio area of Venus represents a subset of a narrow latitude band where Pioneer
Venus Orbiter (PVO) altimetry data (1), line-of-sight (LOS) gravity data (2), and Venera 15/16
radar images (3,4) have all been obtained with good resolution. Tellus Regio also has a wide
variety of surface morphologic features, elevations ranging up to 2.5 km, and a relatively low
LOS gravity anomaly. This area has therefore been chosen in order to examine the theoretical
stress distributions resulting from various models of compensation of the observed topography.
These surface stress distributions are then compared with the surface morphology revealed in the
Venera 15/16 radar images. Conclusions drawn from these comparisons will enable constraints
to be put on various tectonic parameters relevant to Tellus Regio.
The stress distribution is calculated as a function of the topography, the equipotential
anomaly, and the asst:med model parameters. The topography data is obtained from the PVO
altimetry. The equipotential anomaly is estimated from the PVO LOS gravity data. The PVO
LOS gravity represents the spacecraft accelerations due to mass anomalies within the planet.
These accelerations are measured at various altitudes and angles to the local vertical and therefore
do not lend themselves to a straightforward conversion. A minimum variance estimator of the
LOS gravity data is calculated, taking into account the various spacecraft altitudes and LOS
angles and using the measured PVO topography as an a priori constraint. This results in an
estimated equivalent surface mass distribution, from which the equipotential anomaly is
determined.
Banerdt (6) has solved equations for a global thin elastic shell, representing the elastic
portion of the lithosphere. The assumptions inherent in these solutions are that the shell
thickness is less than about 1]10 the planetary radius, that the shell is isotropic, single-layered,
and continuous, and that the toroidal terms, representing rotational forcing, can be neglected
compared to the poloidal terms, which account for pure loading. Solving these equations
requires one further assumption, which will vary depending on the particular model chosen.
These models currently include: 1) topographic support due entirely to a combination of density
anomalies in the mantle, lithospheric flexure, and the resulting deflection of the crust-mantle
boundary, 2) support due to crustal thickness variations combined with lithospheric flexure and
deflection of the crust-mantle boundary, and 3) a support model where both mai_tle density
anomalies and crustal thickness variations are considered, and the shell flexure is proportional to
the topography. The equations are solved for subsurface mass distribution and lithospheric
flexure using the topography and surface equipotential anomaly as data. We also assume a
lithospheric, crustal, and upper mantle thickness for a given model. The flexure and mass
results are used to solve for a surface stress distribution, which is represented as magnitudes and
directions of principal tensile and compressive stresses.
Banerdt's original formulation (6) solves for the surface spherical harmonic coefficients on
a spherical shell. We have recast the solutions to be applicable to Fourier coefficients in order to
solve for regional scale in addition to global scale stresses. The dependence of the solutions on
spherical shell geometry has been retained. The solutions themselves give the short and
intermediate wavelength stresses generated by topography and flexure in the immediate vicinity
of the Tellus Regio area. These regionally induced stresses are combined with the long-
wavelength global stress field, calculated using the spherical harmonic formulation. The stress
distribution is then compared to the surface features shown in the high resolution Venera radar
images of the Tellus Regio area.
The Tellus Regio area exhibits a wide range of geological features (figure 1). These
include complex systems of long sub-parallel ridges and grooves (trending in various directions)
and associated wide valleys and flat depressions. A large proportion of the central part of this
region is characterized by a chaotic parquet terrain. The northern and southern margins of the
elevated region are covered with plains-forming material. A preliminary sketch map is being
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preparedfor comparisonwith thestressdistributionresults.Preliminarycalculationsof regional
stressdistribution showclosecorrelationbetweenprincipal stressdirectionsandvarioussurface
features.For thecaseof densityanomaliesin themantleloadingthelithospherefrom below,or
supportingalithosphereloadedat thesurface,unreasonablyhighstresseson theorderof 1to 3
kbarsresult. If crustal thicknessvariationsare included in the solution, andthe lithospheric
flexureis assumedto beproportionalto thetopography,morereasonablevaluesfor theregional
surface stressesresult, on the order of 0.1 to 0.5 kbar. Assuming a thinner lithosphere
decreasesthe magnitudeof thesestressesonly slightly. Calculations for an end-member
lithospherewith a thicknessof only 1km showstressesrangingup to - 0.3 kbar. Variationsin
assumedcrustal thicknesshavealmostnegligibleeffect on the magnitudeof the stresses.The
principal tensionalandcompressivedirectionsareperpendicularto thedominantlinear surface
featuresfor valuesof flexure consistentwith a lithosphereloadedfrom above. Solutionsfor
regional stressesfor a lithosphereloadedfrom below do not showa goodqualitative match
betweenstressdirectionandsurfacemorphology.
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